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Preface
The Omnia family of products gives more choice and functionality for customers by fusing Cubro’s experience in Network Visibility
with Omnia’s platform and features. Omnia provides purpose-built hardware with performance from 10 Gbps to several 100 Gbps
and features developed as an outcome of years of experience and engineering.
Omnia combines features included in Advanced Network Packet Brokers with high-performance multi-core CPUs enabling
numerous applications, including those from partners and the open-source community.
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Next Generation Network Packet Broker
The Omnia range of products scale from low cost, entry level products suitable for smaller or remote office locations through to
high performance Data Centre products. Each product is a Next Generation Packet Broker with advanced features that observe all
traffic traversing an organization’s network and copies relevant data from any part of on-premise, virtual and public cloud domains.
The data is passed efficiently to 3rd party network security, analytics and/or monitoring tools on their terms, when and how, to
ensure that there are no monitoring ‘blind spots’.

Benefits:
• Improved IT network performance, security and planning, because the network tools have full
visibility of all network traffic to allow them to execute their function effectively.
• No more network ‘blind spots’.
• Incremental smaller locations that were previously not cost justifiable for monitoring can now be
included in network visibility solutions by deploying Cubro’s low cost, entry level Omnia10 or 20
products.
• Reduced network tools’ costs and improved ROI.
• Minimized and optimized data feed towards monitoring tools which reducies the load on these
tools and extends their lifespan (will not reach capacity as quickly). Ultimately the tools are able to
monitor previously disparate and speed incompatible networks and services.
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Managed Security Monitoring
The average cost of a data breach in 2019 globally was US$3.92 M and in the USA US$8.19 M. The security teams face a daunting
challenge to protect the network from such cyber threats. Year 2020 has accelerated digital transformation to support distributed
workforce and remote business operations and these changes have made networks more vulnerable to cyber threats and frauds.
For security teams to work effectively, a complete insight into network traffic is needed.
Omnia products are able to host software applications to provide additional functionality which is incremental to the integral NPB
capabilities. Installing security monitoring software from the Omnia eco system or other 3rd party applications, such as Open
Source Zeek, provides an integrated fail-safe network TAP, NPB, packet capture and security monitoring appliance which can be
managed and operated locally or remotely ( out of band ).

Benefits:
• Increased network security by extending easy and low cost to deploy security monitoring to previously
unjustifiable smaller or VIP locations by deploying the Omnia10 or 20.
• Reduced cost, space, rack and power requirements by deploying a single Omnia appliance solution
in place of multiple appliance solutions.
• Reduced risk of network security breaches through security monitoring failure, because the Omnia
solution has less component parts compared to multiple appliance solutions.
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Network Troubleshooting and Diagnostics
Those who troubleshoot networks are no strangers to packet capture and analysis. Typically, the tools of the trade are a laptop with
a protocol analyzer such as Wireshark collecting traffic from a mirror port, or better, a small TAP used in conjunction with a laptop.
The Omnia10 combines these features into a compact integrated package. Furthermore, Omnia10 can handle traffic capture
beyond 1Gbps which, for the traditional laptop setup, requires additional costly hardware. Another added benefit of the
Omnia10 is the ease of remote, out-of-band management, and fail-safe tapping of links that allow the engineer to deploy one or
more Omnias in separate locations and diagnose the issue more efficiently, or alternatively, collect data over a longer period of
time without the need to remain on-site.
Omnia provides an integrated fail-safe network TAP, NPB, packet capture and network troubleshooting appliance, which can be
managed and operated locally or remotely (out of band). The appliance runs Omnia SW stack and 3rd party applications from
Omnia’s ecosystem or the engineer can install open source software running on the Omnia’s ARM CPU.

Benefits:
• Visibility in one box - Troubleshooting and monitoring tools get 60% less traffic than before
• Increased network uptime by extending easy and low cost to deploy network diagnostics to previously
unjustifiable smaller or VIP locations by deploying the Omnia10 or 20.
• Reduced cost, space, rack and power requirements by deploying a single Omnia appliance solution
in place of multiple appliance solutions.
• Reduced risk of network service problems through network diagnostics failure because the Omnia
solution has less component parts compared to multiple appliance solutions.
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Network Performance Monitoring and Managing SLAs
Networks are the backbone of any business today. However, modern networks are extremely complex and need the right tools
to avoid any loss of data or to prevent security breaches which can ultimately lead to loss of revenue. Network performance
monitoring allows the network team to proactively troubleshoot network slowdown or failure.
Omnia helps to proactively monitor networks and deliver better quality of service to users. Whether operating as an internal unit
or providing services to external clients, network operations teams are usually held to service level agreements (SLAs) set at 99.99%
uptime. Meet the SLA, and end users or clients are happy. Fail to meet the SLA, and people start asking hard questions.
Omnia products are able to host software applications to provide additional functionality incremental to the Network Packet
Broker (NPB) capabilities. Installing performance management monitoring software using the Omnia eco system or other 3rd party
applications, such as ntop, provides an integrated fail-safe network TAP, NPB, packet capture and network monitoring appliance
which can be managed and operated locally or remotely (out of band).

Benefits:
• Improved network performance and reliability by extending easy and low cost to deploy network
monitoring to previously unjustifiable smaller or VIP locations by deploying the Omnia10 or 20.
• Reduced cost, space, rack and power requirements by deploying a single Omnia appliance solution
in place of multiple appliance solutions.
• Improved network service reliability by reducing internal and external SLA breaches.
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Netflow Probe
Omnia platform can be configured and deployed as a NetFlow probe. The passive tapping capability can be used to place the
Omnia inline with network links from which it will then produce flow data. Omnia is an economical way to offload NetFlow data
generation from the network devices. Omnia can be deployed across multiple sites and have their NetFlow data sent back to a
central collector for analysis to bolstering the monitoring capabilities of the organization.

Benefits:
• Reduce the amount of data collected by network tools and increase their efficiency
• Identify misconfiguration of network devices by correlating data
• Enhance network security and traffic analysis by identifying problems
https://www.cubro.com/wp-content/uploads/CUB-Omnia-Netflow-IPFIX-DPI-Probe.pdf
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Faster Incident Response and Reduced downtime
According to the Ponemon Institute’s annual report, the average cost of unplanned outages is $8,850 per minute. The first step to
avoid network downtime is to monitor the health of the network and the second is to react quickly when an incident occurs.
Omnia incorporates the ability to perform a rolling traffic capture direct to disk for historical analysis. The information is also
indexed during capture to quickly identify and extract traffic of interest. With these capabilities the Omnia increases the efficiency
of incident response when troubleshooting both network outages and potential data breaches.
Enterprises that are unaware of vulnerabilities on the network or poorly performing links are at risk of compromise and losing
potential revenue. Real time analysis and monitoring of the network is a must to identify any potential issues and opportunities to
optimize the infrastructure. The Omnia can effectively capture 100% of all network traffic for real-time, as well as historical analysis.
Network monitoring is a cost-effective way to protect your network’s assets and save valuable time and money that can be put
towards other important IT goals.
Omnia can also perform DPI filtering which can block unwanted applications to reduce the bandwidth consumed by non-business
critical network traffic and increase network optimization.

Benefits:
• Increased network service uptime
• Increased productivity
• Increased operational flexibility
• Reduced operational costs through network optimization
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Omnia comes with several different software packages that the user can choose from. The packages are listed in the below table
along with such as the availability for the different hardware platforms. Omnia120 can be equipped with 2 software packages due
to its dual CPU architecture, one of them has to be always Sessionmaster Software.
SW
Package #

SW package

Description

Omnia10

Omnia20

Omnia120

1

Aggregator TAP

8 x Copper to 2 x 10 Aggregator, no filtering

x

x

2

Aggregator TAP +
Capture

8 x Copper to 2 x 10G & 2 x 1G Aggregator
+ Live & Rolling Capture, no filtering, but
filtering for capture is used

x

x

3

Sessionmaster

L2-L4 Packetmaster + L7 Sessionmaster
with advanced features

x

x

x

4

Appmaster

Linux environment to run applications
from Cubro and partners

x

x

x

Maximum possible combinations available for the Omnia family are shown in the table below.
Omnia/SW

Option 1

Option 2

Option 3

Option 4

Omnia10

1

2+4

3

4

Omnia20

1

2+4

3

4

Omnia120

3

3+3

3+4

-
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PacketMaster Features: L2-L4 Visibility
The PacketMaster feature stack incorporates traditional Network Packet Broker functions such as Any to Many or Many to Any
traffic forwarding, filtering, and blocking, header modification and stripping, Load-Balancing, tunnel termination and more.
• ACL filtering inline
• Filter traffic on OSI Layer 2 through Layer 4 criteria
• Forward specific traffic to one or more interfaces
• Drop specified traffic
• Load-Balancing
• Select from multiple Symmetric or Asymmetric load-balancing algorithms
• GRE termination
• ERSPAN termination
• VXLAN termination
• Timestamping
• Packet Slicing
• Tunnel header removal
• VLAN append/modify/strip
• MAC modification
• Offset stripping
• Create custom header stripping offsets
for specific applications
• GRE and VXLAN active tunnel endpoint
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SessionMaster Features: Deep Filtering & Analysis
The SessionMaster feature stack draws on Cubro’s cutting-edge Advanced Network Packet Brokers. Functions include Traffic
Deduplication, Regular Expression search, Data Masking, SSL/TLS Decryption and more. In today’s networks it is no longer sufficient
to filter traffic at L2-4 in many scenarios. SessionMaster features grant the deep visibility necessary for cutting-edge deployments.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ACL Keyword filtering
Traffic Correlation
Tunnel header removal
Data masking
TCP Reordering and Packet Fragment Reassembling
Deduplication inline or on a SPAN port
Deduplication passive after an optical TAP
SSL/TLS decryption
Netflow Generation
Metadata exporter: Netflow / Netflow - DPI / DPI
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AppMaster Features: Software Ecosystem
The AppMaster feature stack provides a full Linux environment to run applications from Cubro and our partners, as well as custom
software, and various open-source projects. With access to traffic from the PacketMaster and SessionMaster stacks, the potential
use cases are endless. AppMaster on the Omnia platform could potentially replace the functionality of an entire rack of appliances
in a single unit.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

DPI Analytics
Netflow Collector
SIEM
Packet Capture
Protocol Analyzer
IDS/IPS
Threat Hunting
Content Reconstruction
Application Performance Analysis
Lawful Intercept
DDoS detection & mitigation

AppMaster Partners
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Omnia10
Omnia10 has 2 sets of ports. G1-G8 are 10/100/1000 Mbit RJ45 with Bypass and can be used as 4 links Copper TAPs or 8 SPAN
ports. X1-X2 are 2 x 1/10G ports.

CPU
Switch
Memory
eMMC
MGMT
Console
I/O
Bypass
Port
Internal extended I/O

Power Supply
Size (WxHxD) mm
Power consumption

Quad-Core ARMv8
88E6190X Marvell
DDR4 ECC UDIMM 16GB
16 GB
10/100/1000 Base-T RJ45
1 * RS232 (RJ45)
2 * USB3.0 (Type A)
MicroSD Card slot
Support 4 groups Copper Ports
2 * 10 GbE
8*GbE (RJ45)
1* mini PCIe x1 Gen 3
2* M.2 (PCIe x4 Gen3,2280)
1* M.2 (Sata Gen3, 2242 & 2280 compatible)
1* SATA (Gen3, support 2,5 inch HDD or SSD)
AC 100 - 264 or DC 48V
335 x 220 x 44.4
30 W
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Omnia20
Omnia20 has 2 sets of ports. G1-G8 are 10/100/1000 Mbit RJ45 with Bypass and can be used as 4 links Copper TAPs or 8 SPAN ports.
X1-X4 are 2 x 1/10G and 2 x 1G ports.

CPU
Switch
Memory
eMMC
MGMT
Console
USB
Bypass
Port
Internal extended I/O

Power Supply
Size (WxHxD) mm
Power consumption

Quad-Core ARMv8
88E6190X Marvell
DDR4 ECC UDIMM 16GB
16 GB
10/100/1000 Base-T RJ45
1 * RS232 (RJ45)
2 * USB3.0 (Type A)
Support 4 groups Copper Ports
2 * 10GbE 2 * 1 GbE (SFP)
8*GbE(RJ45)
1* mini PCIe x1 Gen 3
2* M.2 (PCIe x4 Gen3,2280)
1* M.2 (Sata Gen3, 2242 & 2280 compatible)
1* SATA (Gen3, support 2,5 inch HDD or SSD)
AC 100 - 264 or DC 48V
335 x 220 x 44.4
30 W
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Omnia120
Omnia120 is geared towards large Enterprises and it has 48 x 1/10G SFP+ and 4 x 40/100G QSFP28 support.

CPU
Switch
Memory
MGMT
Console
Port
Power Supply
Size (WxHxD) mm
Power consumption

2 x Multi-Core ARM CPU
Cavium Xpliant
DDR4 ECC UDIMM
10/100/1000 Base-T RJ45
1 * RS232 (RJ45)
48 * 1/10GbE SFP+
4 * 40/100GbE QSFP28
AC 100 - 264 or DC 48V
440 x 660 x 44.4
400 W
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The Cubro Advantage
Increased network performance and security posture
Improved network service uptime, availability and quality of service
Increased network and network tool optimization and Return on Investment
Improved IT operational flexibility
Simple, easy to deploy solutions with fast time to benefit
Low entry level costs
Low Total Cost of Ownership and high Return on Investment solutions
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https://www.cubro.com/en/products/omnia/
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